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4, 1948

WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY - Considerable
cloudiness and Warmer today'
and tonight. Tuesday cloudy
and mild with occasfal light
" rain.
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HOPE 'LAPELS' THE PRESIDENT

Last Week
In Kentucky

Rhodes.
Mrs. M,ix

Murray, Kentucky, Moncliiy Afternoon, Feb. 6, 1948

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

By United Press

MURRAY POPULATION -5187

Vol. XIX; No. 207

Farm Price Outlook Good Says Expe.r.t,
Price Spiral Ends On Grain Mar:m

o n e thousand
Approximately
Kentuckians were made homeless
by flash floods which caused families to evacuate, blocked highways,
arid caused the death of one person.
At Middlesboro, Chester Ray
Sutton, 24, pitched headlong into
the raging Cumberland and was
drowned when he stopped on •
.
bridge and lost his balance.
41.
'CHICAGO, Feb. It CUPI-=Wheat- .6"
"Pricos-of-agririatt
Sutton was drowned Friday
d-earn prices-rose
but-laii-body. was. not...Meows
this is not -the beginning of the,
Board of Trade today for the second
til Saturday morning. kiremen as
-freb. 14
DOWLING GREEK ICY.,
spin," said G. P. Surnmers before
,
*
tradMg day in.a. row.
Boy Scouts cOmbed the area along
-Western Kentucky State Teachgroup of 300 farmers and veterans'',
the banks of the Cumberland all
ers college basketball team [WestThe hog market at Chicago and
in the Murray State College audinight, but it was Sutton's father
eat Murray State Teachers here toSt. Louis opehed 50 to 75 cents per
torium Friday afternoon. Summers
and some friends who recovered
night 76-65. It was Western's 20th
hundreds pounds higher.
• the field ag_e_n_t_ in_ _marketing_
the body. Police at first suspect
vietory -in- 21-starts this-season, a
market
stock
Yerit,
the
New
At
from the College of Agriculture at
foul play but later became convincthe team's 14th straight win.
quiet. Cotton fubut
firmer
was
ed it was an accident.
Funeral services for
• Conn TayUniversal Day of Prayer was ob- tile University of Kentucky, and
Western, led by Odie Spears, who
tures ruse at New York.
It started raining Thursday, and
Hazel Baptist scored 29 points, trailed only once. 'served by Murray College students spoke on -The Commodity Outlook
were
held
at
the
lor
On the Chicago Board of Tra'de,
by late Friday scattered reports beChurch Friday afternoon. Taylor That ,vas. after the first minute of Sunday afternoon in a joint vesper for 1948."
,
the sharpest price break in history
After giving a brief summary of
gan to come in: the Big Sandy was
died Thursday afternoon at the play when Charley Snow of Mur- service at 4:30 p.m. This annual
checked.
been
to
have
appeared
overflowing, the Kentucky was on
home of his daughter, Mrs. Jack ray tipped one in to give Murray event was held in the College Pres- facts and conditions which Will efWheat was up 2 1-2 cents to 4
a rampage, .the tug was out of
a 2-0 advantage. Oran McKinney byterian Church under the spbn- fect prices in 1948,'the speaker took
and Newport: in Hazel. opening,
at
the
bushel
a
cents
banks, the Cumberland was rising
up farm commodities of major imof Western came back with a pivot sorship of Y.W.C.A.
the
years
old
at
Taylor
'was
87
cents.
(right)
puts
Red
Cross
pin
in
1-4
to
4
,corn rose 2
RADIO-FILM COMEDIAN ROB HOPE
fast. By Saturday the picture was
portance in Calloway County and
shot to tie it uji and from that
the
PresKenneth
Wolfe.
from
death,
and
had
been
a
time
of
his
the
•
many
"kicks
off"
cost
of
Nevertheless, the
lapel of President Truman as the chief executive
clear: some of the highest floods
,
point on. Western was never head
byterian student group. opened the outlined what might'be expected'in
American Red Cross 1948 fund-raising campaign with $100 donafoods at the corner grocery store member of the Methodist Church
in years had hit Kentucky. but
ed.
service
with the Call to Worship. 'regard to consumption, production
n,umber
of
Years.
for
a
tion. Ex-Ambassador to Japan Joseph C. Grew, District of Columbia
dropped still further.
property damage was light, although
After five minutes, Western led Dun Prince, Methodist, brought the and prices of these items for this
"'ripening" in the White House
the
chairman,
watches
livestock
HerCross
believed
Survivors
include
two
sons,
Red
experts
Some
had
families
approximately 1,900
year.
executive offices.
(International Soundphoto) prices were due for another tumble man and .Coy• Taylor; two daugh- 10-3, with Spears gettin hot. He meditation on "Prayer of Thanksbeen forced to flee their homes.
scored 15 of his points in the first giving." "Prayer of Fogtiveness"
Summers said that the price of
Davie
Brandon
-and
Mrs.
basis
of
Mrs.
the
forecasts
ters.
week
on
this
Beattyville appeared to be one of
half. Western led 44 the half, 42-- .-11.1114-461111111011111. by Anne Adams from tobacco would remain good as long .
nitJack
Newport;
and
a
number
of
more
would
ship
farmers
that
the hardest hit cities, as more than
the First Christian student group. as the present government price
30.
lle and hogs to masket. But live- grandchildren, nephews and, nieces.
half the town was covered with
John Padgett of Murray was top The final message was brought by continues. He predicted that the
markets
major
the
receipts
at
stock
Funeral services were ciinducted
water. At Barbourville 40 tamilies
scorer for his team. He was put- Jack Lonegrear from the Fiaptist price of eggs would be higher in
again today were extremely small, by Rev. H F. Paschall, pastor of
were evacuated. At Pikeville some
ting them through the hoop from group. His topic"was "Prayer of the fall of 1948 than in the 'fall and the Chicago trog market open- the Hazel Baptist Church. Burial
75 Kentucky families were forced
Intercession and Dedication".
all over the floor.
of ,•1947, because 20 .per cent less
ed 50 to 75 cents per hundred was in the Hazel cemetery.
from their homes. The county
Jean Wiggins, representative of chickens have been produced in
Spears' 29 points was the highest
pounds higher.
sheriff at Harlan reported that
scored by any player on Western's Y.WC.A., explained the needs of the Kentucky the past year. The speak- Only 50.000 hogs were shipped
a.
several families had been driven
floor in the past two years. His world Service Student Fund. An er said that dairy producers had the
Representbill,
while
against
the
Church
of
Baptist
today,
First
stockyards
The
major
12
into
the
out by high water.
scoring brought his total for the offering was taken for relief of stu- best outlook, with only a slight drop
voted
for
the
ative
Kerby
Jennings
by
a
vote
decided
Sunday
Monday,
Murray
last
85.700
with
'compared
wi - Neirten-Were-lierd
dents in war-devastated countries, in the price of milk foreseen, but no
•
season to 327.
when the prices dropped in one of
hit. At one time toveryone was pre- ot over 800 to send a telegram to measure.
An interdenominational choir, di- drop in the price of butterfat. He
During the first half Western
•
requesting
Clements
Grivernor
hisin
breaks
market
the biggest
paring to leave Newton.
scored 17 basket2 in 34 attempts, rected by Pat Croghan, furnished said that the -prices received 'for
The
bill
197.
-that
he
vetoBill
totaled
today
tory. Catt!a receipts
' At week's end, the state highway
a
- uisiciforithe occasion.
-Murray was not far behind in per-corn and-wheat -would not be
48,700. compared with 79,700 last
department reported that eight U: has passed -Wilk the douse a
This wal-One of the religious
centage, clicking for 12 out of 33.
as during the past year.
become
taw
Monday.
R. highways and 14 Kentucky high- the Senate and will
highlights
of
the
year
for
students
It was an offensive game, with
In his talk Summers emphasized
Four outstanding economists in
ways had been closed because of by W ed nesday, February 18; If
on
Murray State College campus.
Murray running with Western
the fact that farmers can do nothWashington told housewives that
high water and slides. Traveling the Governor does not veto it.
Comentssioner of Highways Gar- throughout. Defense was at a,mining about the selling prices of his
was hazardous because of snow an4
they can never expect to see prices
The telegram read as follows"
rett L:'Withers, it was learned to- lenum. In the second half Padgett
crops, but if he desires his net inhit pre-war levsls-at least in foreIce on roads, as the temperitttire The First Baptist Church of Murday, hal ordered truck load lirrits and Jilts Pearce of Murray helped
come to remain the same as for
started sliding.
seeable time. They said it was virray. earnestly requests that you
lOwered on seven state roads be- cut Western's lead to 50-41, but
the last two or three year, he must
the
weather
telegram
voted
impossible.
Another featuresof
tually
veto Bill 197. This
cause of the "weakened condition Spears and John Oldham started
reduce the cost of production. This
emphasized last week in Kentucky on by over 800 members of the
Retailers in many cities announcFrankfort, Ky.. Feb. 16-(UPIinsoon
Western
get
hot,
and
to
snow"
of
the
brought on by ice and
can easily be done, he said, by inwas the presence of huge ice jams church.The Kentucky Labor News. offi- ed new price cuts effective today. last few days.
creased its lead to 59-47. With five
creasing acreage as well as improvin the Ohio river. One, at New
The action of the First Baptist cial weekly publication of the At Kansas City, a list .of 300 priceminutes to go, Western led 68-55.
ing the quality of pasture. The inRoads affected were the MurrayRichmond, Ky., was a mile and a Church followed closely that of the Kentucky Federation of Labor. 'changes was sent out to the indeG F PF TT
Western (76)
creased use' of pasture instead of
Ministerial
Association. an American Federation of Labor pendent associated stores. In every Tri-City-Dukedom-Fulton roads in
half long, piled thirty feet high in Murray
_ 11 7 2 29
Spears f
The Hazel Lions gained a 39-38 grain would help to lower the prosome places. Two boats trying to The latter organization sent a affiliate, today advised Kentucky case, price tags were marked down- Calloway, Graves and Hickman
5 5 3 - iS
counties on state roads 94. 129 and Ray f
Win over the Sedalia Lions on the duction cost in dairy cattle. beef
beat their way upriver from Louis- .srmilar request last Friday.
workmen to "have no part of ward.
4 1 3 9
McKinney c
Hazel floor Friday night in a double cattle, hogs and poultry, he said.
The bill in question would en- Henry Wallace and his third party
ville were caught fast in the jam at
Grand Union Store. with 125 out- 116; Murray-Mayfield road. route Oldham g
5 b 3 16
The forecast by Summers, which
121;
Stella-Brewers
road,
route
299:
overtime that was as close as the
Madison, Indiana. United States able any precinct of the county gang."
metropolitan
York
the
New
lets in
2
4
4
g
1
Gibson
has been about 83 per cent correct
Fulton County-Fulton-Hickmanfinal- count nearly all the way.
army engineers raised the possibil- that voted dry, to vote wet. It
The lead editorial of the Labor -area, sent out a long list of reduc2
g
1
0
1
Parsley
A 32-32 deadlock existed when in past years. was eagerly heard
, Ity that a disastrous runoff might is generally considered that this News, Louisville under the head- tions on meat which cut chuck Tennessee State Line road. route
17 1 0
Mann c
the regular game ended and a 36-36 by county farmers because in enoccur as temperatures raised at would- in effect make the entire ing. "No Part of Wallace," said: roast. for example, from 59 to 55 94; Hickman-Paris' road. route 125
1
g
1
Givens
1
0
tie was On the scoreboard pt the ables them to plan a more satisfacmid-week. But the ice' melted county wet.
pound, rib roast from 63 and Marshall County:- Hardin-Au- Diddle g
_0_
"Kentucky workers shoutd not cents a
tory farm. program for the coming
end of The first overtime.
slowly and
slipped- downstream- Senator- Gtorge
Cerb-y voted
rib
. from 79 to 75 rora, rout* Ea.
cents,
veal
61
to
0
0
0 0
Bohannon g
be missiled by the statements of
year.
Lineups:
The order stated notices will be
without causing great danger.
pork chops
center
cut
cents
and27 22 18 76
Totals '
Summers is brought to the counPos,
Hazel 39
Sedalia 39
posted t conspicuous places along
The University of Louisville had within its rights in seating pass- Henry Wallace to the effect that from 89 to 65.
Taylor 10
F
Sims 6 ty each spring for r s outlook disii gala week of cetebrattorts.
The engers anywhere on a bus it de- he will do this or that for thei
cities all highways on which the depart- Murray.(II)
survey
of
16
Press
United
A
G F PF TV
Grogan 6
Jetton 11 cussion program through the efforts
university observed its sesquicen- sires. This interpretation came as people if elected. Henry Wallace showed today that retail prices have ment has reason to believe damage
3 1 5 7
Snow f . •.‘"'•
about
Davenport 10 C R. Norsavorthy 3 of the County Extension Service.
trucks
or
caused
by
motor
may
be
tennial celebration and formally in- the higher 'Court upheld the de- knows full well that he has
community-in
in every
tumbled
Herrold
3
1
11
f
4
elected
getting
much
as
of
chance
Cates 6
Bailey 12
G
augurated Dr. John W. Taylor as cision of a lower court that a pasmany cases decreasing faster than semi-trailer trucks 11 hose' gross Padgett c
, 8 4420
Holloway 4
Lassiter 1
6
president.
Honorary degrees to senger could not collect damages if President of these United States the wholesale prices.
weight exceeds the emergency
4
2
5
10
Pearce
g..
hades.
Subs: Hazel-Brandon; Sedaliaseveral present and former officials the bus driver forces him to sit on as a snowball in
Opening wheat prices at Kansas
Reagan g
1 0 5 2
"He knows that it is impossoble
Cook 2, Lamb 2. Norsworthy 4.
of the military occupation of Ger- the rear seat of a bus instead of a
Witten added the department has Cavender g
as
were
up
Minneapolis
and
City
0
0
0
0
for him to be elected, therefore
Score by quarters:
many were presented.
more desirable one.
much as 2 3-4 cents a bushel. At been.informed that Yirginiz and Alexander f
1 0 1
2 Hazel
he can promise anything.
5 11 22 32 36 39
As usuel, when the general asother. neighboring states already McKee f
Kentucky has lost its right to be
cents
was
3
1-2
City,
corn
Kansas
2
1
3
1
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK"What Henry is about to do is
Sedalia
al 12 24 32 36 38
sembly is meeting, there was a di- called the bluegrass state, accordhave ,established emergency limits Loughery g
higher.
3 2 1 8
YARDS, Feb. 16. (UP)-(USDAtreelection
of
a
to
cause
the
versity of news along the political ing to a University of Kentucky
Meanwhile a spot check of res- and are advising out-of-state truck- Frank c
0 1 0 1
Livestock: .„.„.
• front. The legislature adjourned experiment stationman. Dr. J. T. actionary to the Presidency of the
ers that the limits will be strictly Phillips
0 o 1 6
more taurants in several representative
salable
10.000;
which
will
bring
Hogs
13,800;
country
Thursday until Monday to permit Spencer says the state has dropped
enforced.
cities showed that few have cut
0 2 0 2
Cain g
weights over 160 lbs. mostly 50
the Republicans to observe Lincian from first . to fourth place in pro- and more hardships upon the
prices as a result of the big drop in
25 15 24 65
Totals
people.
to 75c higher than average Fri-Day --celebrations-and two promi- duction 'of the gran; seed.
Halftime score:' Western 42, Mur• "Kentucky workers would do c srtnsmodity and wholesale food to restaurant operators. A few.
day; advance partly lost on few
-Tient Republicans, Senator John
Vigorous opposition to any change
however, cut prices on meats and ray 30.
the
late sales 250 lbs up, but most 240
Sherman Cooper • and Representa- in the rnethdd of appointing mem- well to follow, the advice of
Murray's
darkTotal
sales
on
Association other foods, and many said .they
Restaurant
Free throws miSied: Western 8.
Many
lbs down cleared early. 180 lbs
tive Thurston B. Morton made the bers to the ,state fair board has American Federation of Labor
fired tobacco market last week
spokesmen said that the lower were watching ,costs closely with a Spears'4, Ray and Gibson 3; Murannouncement at the Jefferson been registered bp officials of the and have no 'part of Henry
were 727.525 pounds fel. $201,- down. 25 to 50c higher: weights
ray
5
(Padgett
3,
Reagan,
'Frank).
view
toward
cutting
prices.
prices
have
not
yet
been
passed
on
120 lbs and down very • scarce.
county aniebrations in Louisville Kentucky Farm Bureau Federa- Wallace and his third party gang."
697 96, at an average of $27.7,2
Sows, 25 to 75c higher. Bulk good
that they were candidates' fOr re- tion_ Under the present law, which
per hundred pounds.
election.
The season's totals are 4.803.- and choice 180 to 240 lbs.. $24,25
the federation •wants. to keep..the
to $24.75; top, $24.75: 250 .to 300
Senate
Democratic
president Governor must appoint thr ee
190 pounds for $1,368.041.27. at
pro tern Louis Cox proposed a new members of the board from lists of
an average price paid of $28.48 lbs., $22 to 23.25; 300 to 325 .1ba.„
$21.25 to $22.50: 160 to 170 lbs.,
set-up for the
Kentucky state nominees submitted by the Farm
per hundred. pouhds.
• $22.50 to 2350; 130 to 150 lbs„
highway patrol. .His bill would give
#'
Livestock
Bureau. the Purebred
919.50 to $23; 100 to 120 lbs, 314
the officers general police powers
Association, and the American SadI. $19; sows. 450-lbs down. $18.50 ..
In all areas not having an organized
_
dle Home Breeders'. Asseciption. A
to. 19.50; few $19.75; over •450-lbs,,
municipal police force The House
ii
present measure prop sed wotild
$18 to $19; stags. 314 to 116.50.
of Representatives passed one po•
let the Governor appeina any one
CHICAGO. Feb. it, (JP -ProCattle 4.300; salable 4.000; calves.
The (The----acon day of spring weath- mercury would loom up to 45 or wareStill homeless.-- Most of the uted to the floods in Mississippi.
litical firecracker measure-7_4 bill
he desires-so long 83 three • Re- er
1.000 all salable. Market around
most Murrayans to shed 50 in Illinois and Indiana, with wallies in the Oak were receding Mrs. V. A. Wilson, Jr., drowned duce:
removing rural electrical -cooperaputgicans.and __thres__viare Demo- their overcoats today and find a passably higher teospe.atures in atilims-ratv-af -halt a foot every when the boat exaeuating her fam- ---4!ptiltry: I car; ten trucks; firnj. 50c higher than last Friday on
tives from eontrol bi The gublie
comfortable spot in the sunshine. Missouri, IRwa, Kansas and Nebras- hour, however, and. the evacuees ily from the Skuna River banks Hens 30 cents a pound; Leghorn steers and butcher yearlings. Cows,
Service commission-Wit it appeared crats.
The Knox County grand jury is Yesterday the highways were filled ka.
expected to Worn to their water- near Grenada, Miss., overturned. hens 20: colored fryers 33; Ply- uneven; with general undertone en
doubtful that the bill would ever
investigating an incident at a Wil- with motorists who had waited sevThe Red Cross was still caring Mouth Rock' fryers. 36; White firmness shosim. however Bulls
Upper New York and northern soaked homes soon.
leave committee in the Senate. ;
Rock under pressure with some at the
The, Senate appropriations com- ton.strip mine. Three hundred men, eral weeks for a nice day to take a New England still had some, cold • Scattered rains and light snows for numerous families in the Mis- Rock ffyers, 37; Plymouth
representatives of a drive in the country.
weather left over, however lin the in the Pacific Northwest were the sisaippi-Tenitesiee flood area and broilers 30; White Rock broilels top-end showing decline. Several
mittee has under consideration a believed to be
Cari- only -blentIshes in the- notion's at Nee/tort. Miss., 24 persons injured 30; colored broilers 29: White loads good and choice steers. $29.As the temperature remained in northern tip of Maine, at
measure which would lead event- union, forced the superintendent.
in a tornado Friday that took nine; Rock' springs 40; Plymouth Rock 50; medium to low good kinds.
•
ually to the recovery of the bodies Angelo ludicanni to' 'sign a union the fifties most of the day, the bou, the mercury dropped to 14 weather.
springs 40; colored springs 37: $23 to $24.50; good heifers and
The southerly winds were so lives remained in hospitals.
of 20 miners entombed at the card. As he put it "It was sign strong south wind together with degrees below zero.
A state highway crew worked young tom turkeys 40: young hen mixed yearlings. $23 to $26.50;
All the rest of the country, with strong that storm warnings were
Straight Creek, Ky., coal mine. or the .45." The group beat up four the bright sunshine swiftly dried
Under the proposed setup, the state employees of the mine before leav- up many of the muddy roads and the exception of a narrow belt hoisted on Lake Michigan. The around-the clock during the week- turkeys 48; young geese 34; swan medium kinds, $1850 to 622; comflooded fields. - The low for last along the Canadian border. was weather bureau said there would end to clear a mountain highway geese 25; ducks 37: duckLings .17; mon and meijium cows. $16 to $18;
would advance $100,000 to private ing.
And even though it's snowing in night was 36 degrees.
scheduled to enjoy above-freennig be winds of 40 to 45 miles per hour near Knoxville, Tenn., of tons of guineas 25: common barn pigeons canners and cutters. $12 to $14;
operators who, would repay the
good beef bulls. $22; medium to
first
commonwealth, the
earth and stone caused by a land- $1.50 a dozen; old roosters 18.
over the open water.
A rush of warm air from the-Gulf temperatures.
money to the state through ro_yal- the
= Cheese twins 46 to 48 1-3: stogie good sausage bul1S-419.50 to $21 50;
The *arotrigi- Ware-t5 Tefrtlffrilip Hide &turney:-Meanwhile, people dwelling'along
esto brat IM"nuiirthi -long
ties oW ct Superintendent- of ItyrrigtOMs of a raging disease
A 100-yard- section of Clinch daisies 48 to 49; Swiss 74 to 77. good and choice vseters..sready to
Public instruction Boswell. Hodg- runs unchecked each-lhar through spelt of sub-normal weather today the rivers of Pennsylvania, West from 5 a.m. until 5 p.m. (CST) when.
Butter: 881.407 lbs. 93 score 85; 111 lower at $23 to $28: common
-arid'Mitt/Wed the nation that spring Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky. Tennes- the wind was expected to diminish Mountain-weakened by rain-piled
kin announced that his office was thousands of
onto the-WATiway. No one was in- 92 score 80; 90 score 70; 89 score and medium. $15 to $23.
was little more than a month away. see and Mississippi watched the rapidly.
sending out three million dollars to fever-began to appear.
Stieep 700: all salable. Lambs
A cold wave hovered above the jured, but the highway was block- 78. Carlota 90 score 79; 89 score
On the eve of closing nominafloods, which had drivsn more, flood waters recede as swiftly as
school teachers as part of a de25 to 50c higher on extremely
tions for the seventy-fourth running than 10,000 persons from their they had swept across the lowlands. Canadian border, but it was ex- ed until Sunday when workmen got 78.
ficiency appropriation.
Eggs i whites and brown mixed): light supply. Run predominantly
Most of the people returned to pected to be comparatively mild one lane open.
The national airport plan an- of the 1100,000 added classic, Col. homes, were receding. Residents
Several industrial plants forced 34.973 cases; steady; extras 70 to good and choice wooled lambs,
nounced by the Civil Aeronautics Mat J. Winn who her' seen all the of the inundated lowlands began their homes to beain-e4eaning up when it dropped into the midwest
to close because of high water re- 80 per cent A. 46 1-2; extras 60 Only about 450 available at the
the dirt and trash left by the swirl- in an estimated 48 hours.
administration in Washington, calls derbies, announced that Grand- moving back to their homes.
to 70 per cent A 54 1-4 standards opening. with bulk $23 to $2.3 50;
Southern California, the tip of sumed operations today.
The steady northerly flow of ing waters. Farmers rounded up
for the construction of 61 new air- pere, a California bred and owned
An army portable water purifica- 43 to 44; cUrrent receipts 41 to top $23.50. including few Texas
ports in the Commonwealth., The horse, had been the first thor- balmy air raised temperatures in stray cattle which had found safety Texas and Florida all had temperalambs at tfic price: Some strictly
Federal government would provide oughbred nominated for the race. the midwest and plains states to on ,high grounds and their wives tures in the upper 70's yesterday. tion unit er_Lid at Columbia, 41. 1-2; dirtfe$ 40; checks 39.
medium to good lambs. 620; vir$8,984,000 of the 815,114,000 the con- Grandpere won seven of fourteen their -hIghost- -seeding of the year began counting to see how many Most of Dixie was expected to rival Tenn after a highway trip 'from
them today with readings in the Columbus, GS, and sided in pro- - Mrs. Max 'Carman returned yes- tually no aged, sheep in early.
etruction would cost.
races as a two year old and fin- and many degrees above normal for chickens 'had been lost.
andine the ,city's 15,000, residents' terday from a week's trip to Chi- Medium to good fat ewes nominClear warm weather eased the middle 60's or better.
The Kentucky Court of Appeals ished in the money , five other the season.
cago.
ally quiet.at $10.59 to $11.50.
Ohe death was directly attrib- with pure drinking Water,
The*weather bureau said that the plight of person! in Tennessee who
has ruled that a bus company it times.
•

Wheat, Corn Goes Up; Hog, THOROBREDS LOSE Over 300 County Farmers
Cattle Prices Due For Tumble SECOND GAME TO Hear Forecast For 1948

ESTERN TOPPERS

ACED RESIDENT
BURIED IN HAZEL
FRIDAY AFTERNOON

PRAYER OBSERVED
BY MSC STUDENTS

Second GroupHere Asks
Veto Of New Option Bill
ATE WORKMEN
ADVISED TO SHUN
THIRD PARTY

LOAD LIMITS SET
ON AREA ROADS
WEAKENED BM

HAZEL LIONS TAKE
DOUBLE OVERTIME
TILT FROM SEDALIA

LIVESTOCK

Tobacco Market.
-

Murray Thinks Of Spring As Warm Air
From Gulf Of Mexico Melts Last Snow

Report -
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of
let
the dust situation get out of hand
By THOMAS W. MILLER, JR.
again."
United Press Staff Correspondent
Jardine _said . the Lamas arid
Kan.'1UP s-Wnatare
the' chances of another dust bowl Oklahoma and Texas Panhandle
in the now-lush midwestern wheat- wheat farmer has learned a lot
since dust bowl days.
lands'
'If the farmers :Will practice
Quite possible, says the current
what th•cy know-and I think they
recretary of - agriculture. Remote.
will-there will be rio' such thing as
says a Kansan who once held that
another terrible blow-away," the
post.
one-time secretary said.
Clinton P. Anderson, who runs
Some Offenders
the agriculture department now,
It is true there are absentee instirred up much talk among Kan- terests
sas farmers with a speech 'before single in the wheat country whose
thuught is to reap all the
the 77th annual meeting of the
profits possible in tilese days of
Kansas Board of Agriculture. He
three-dollar wheat, Jardine admitsaid: "Today a new dust bowl
ted.
could be in the making."
He said he feels l'he grassroots
Anderson said there had been wheat
farmer-"and there are
too much speculative farming. He
many of

EditStRIVIVIN RATESi ICY Carrier_ in Murray. per week 1.5e.
Per
month, 65c.
Calloway arid. adjoining counties, per year. $350. elaewhere $5.:;0.
,•
IsIATIOKAL REPRESENTA.TIVE:.1WALLACE WITI1IER CO.. 903 Sterick
Building. ale-mph:a. Tenn.; 250 'ParkAve.. New York: 3W: N. ?Atchiso
n
Ave, Chicon-, 00 Boylston St.. Boston.
'

t

re:TORIAL_.
ASSOCIATION
'THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
We reserve the rignt•to reject any Advertismg, Letters to the Editor
se Puttlir Voice-Limns which,-in our opution are not for the best intetest
•

-

of our readers, .•

Monday Afternoon, February 16, 1948

that type"-will insure
contended that "soil murder on a against a return
to any dust bow)
vast scale" was being committed Jardine
enumerated factoor
through the "reckless operations of
serving to prevent a repeat perland
speculato

Prohibition Sentiment Growing
,

The syes of the nation are on the Kentucky legisla-•
tore now jnsession because it has set the stage for the return of.prehibi liOn:
-

rs. and
suitcase formance of "the
agricultural tragfarmers" who were plowing up the
edy of the midwest":
grasslands to grow "wheat on land
I. The attailability of speitiai
%gab never meant for wheat" 'farm
Implements.
Jardine Disagrees
I. 'The assistance of state agriculThe secretary of agriculture .
1 tural agents.
:urged intensified soil conservation,
3. The advancemerst of farnung
by individuals and with the asmethods.
sistance of government programs.
4. The use of better reed
Dr. W. M. Jardine. president of
5. ;The unprecedented ecutionia
Wichita University, was secretary
prosperity of the region.
of agriculture in the days after the
first World War.
There never need be another
dust bowl, he retorted toAnderson.

.:sind-A---yield;itiSiel-posseettiVitsfluenee-irt-theslegislature - to
the fbcal option bill,
•
- • -•- The legislature ha enacted a measure that permits
- - any N4,44.07,41iystrirtn.t er.3,- dry county to sell whiskey le_ gaily'if
toters-,in the district vote "wet." •
IN THE MORE THAN 160 YEARS THAT HAVE ELAPSED SINCE
Thats-turaza,the -Kentueky -eetirity -is- -no --longer the
weSsuriCITON STATED THIS GOAL FOR THE NEN.... NATIC.N,
unit insclecidhig ou_ prohibition or legal liquor. Any wet
"
AMERiCA HAS PROvela TO THE wOhL.D THAT FREE PEOPLE
• •town rnizielt liquor, even though the county may be over--CAN SUCCESSFULLY GOvERN THEMSELVES-WHEN THEY
To The Moon . s..,..ya.,1-ingly dry: .
.
ARE PREPARED TO ACCEPT THE R.ESPONSISiLITIEs OF
-." There is, everys'eildenee that -money flowed as freely
SELF-GOVERNMENT By Testi. 'Lamellar
'as hciurboil as the legislature proceeded to vote on this
awc.,o/s/G YEAR APTER YEAR,
entire county in Bible study pro,
GENER AT/ON SY 6ENERATioN,4N iNCREASINGLY
WM and Hi-Y and 4-H Club O who is a-sailing in that boat
.
.
work. On top of all this, work That floats on the sea of blue
PRODuCT/vE ANC)PRO6RESS/VE .REPOOKIC.
Representatives'from .dry counties voted for it, eVen,
has begun on a new Y.M.C.A. Who, with twinkling eyes look.,out
' tine. ones- Kerby Jennings. was quoted in Louisville Courbuilding that will cost approximat- Arid winks and smiles at you'
taihave Shouted kit,defiance Of the "folks back
ely a million dollars.
home" in the tvordis: "If my children become criminals New Gover
Who is it that drinks at the "Milky
• • • • 0
,
nment Booklet Gives Ounce Of
beciuse I ,Voted.for this bill-they earbiame. it on me."
Vhiy"7
Speakieghi.
'tithar.. er of recreation
ssiOLitsurnistional prohibition-before because there Prevention To Save PounctOf Woes In Home centers F athtown bought for And sleeps in the "Big Bear's" fui?
,
0,10.000 the Federal Government's O can you answer my Question?
was no was to-regulate the sale.uf whiskey.
USO buildLng, which cost $90,000. Please answer it truly sir.
By HARMON W. NICHOLS
We tv.ed tu legalize _it to - be sold from 6 a.m. until
it was mode that way so the named it the Memorial Recreation
-11 p.m.-in- most •states, but it was_ also sold after midnight WASHINGTON: yeb._.1( 1 UP - little woman
the old, old daysi Center. and is operating at feoe
If you don't do- it right. -you're could pour water on the old Man z the town s youth.
and on•Sundi*s. It Mill is.
According to Who drinks with a silver "Dipper?"
liable to get hurt opening a can back and wash off the suds Editor W H. Marriott
•-. We detided to o- utlatt
.it because it wielded -a power- of
of the Eliz- And fighta with the 'Ilismond
beans or walking Pi the front without -spilling things all over abethtown
swordri...
ful. influence in politics. .4 still does, as .the vote of the
News, funds for salaries
door to answer the 'bell
the floor she had just scrubbed and maintrrance are provided out Who smiles at us in passing
Kentucky legislature s.1) plainly shows.
• It-is-interesting to Aot-e that She" sgrne legislature con-, In flea. a lot of people get Any rate, the tub is a hazard of the community fund, raised And yer speaks nary a word?
-than way • every year.- -The And if you're afraid of it. the annually by popular subscription
eted a bill tb legalize betting- on horse races in Ken- -hurt
Who is it watches o'er his sheep
National Bureau of Standkds. safest thing to do-quoting., the
tucky. It .provided that taxes collected from 'horse. race which Measures everything, from
Mack Sill co-publisher with That are all twinkling bright! -,
bureau-is to give yourself a
bets -would be .used tis-pay a bonus to World War II vet- garter oelts to the atoms of atom sponge bath. standing
peeks in the nursery window
on the tiled Niles Dillingham, of the Dawson And
erans. WHAT AN IL LT TO THE BRAVE MEN WHO bombs'. released a report on acci- floor. The mess be darned!
Springs Progress, - writes me en- When we're in bed at night?
. WON :THE WAR!. Just like using taxes on liquor to pay dents today Its called "Satiety When you think
• that 10.000 couragingly about a financed-pro- And if you
Fur The Household"
cannot guess him
mhotil teiiihers sa-lanes!• '
people die of accidents each year motional plan in his recintly I
When prohibition was repealed many sincerely be- When you first read it, some of and nine and a half million get awekened .town. Thece are 100 spose I'll bave to tell .
I watch him very often
•-• lieserf it.waS best to legalize the traffic so those who want- the advice seems a tittle siLlY. Stubbed toes and broken necks- contributors ranging from 25 cents And
know him very well.
Like telling grown up people not well,
to $2.50 a week. The money is
its something to consider
tissonr could • have' it. Does that suit the distillers? to
silk their finsereasinto the, Take
icicles. In this kind of used to promote industrial devei- He is the
• What they actually Want is to force liquor on those who turning blades
gallant moon man
ofa lawn mower. weather, a man
ought to look up opment. with a recently qrganiz- Who sails o'er
don't went it; - •
But by golly. some folks de just when
the sea-blue sky
he walks by a building ed Chamber of Commerce drum- And now
is peeking in at yana
We read Tecently that 60,000.000. Americans drink that every year and lose ,a lot .1 Mans- a man has
majoring
the
march
1947
In
Daisbeen stabbed in
whiskey' ranging from .ocessional drinkers to incurable fingers that way
son Springs got its first factory, And winking hk"rourid moon-eye!
the back by a falling icicle
alcoholics. DUtillers are interested in supnlying - their pro- One whole chapter of the 290- And fires. The -Safety For a washable garment making con• ducts to these people., but they are far more interested in page booklet is devoted to sug- Household- leaflet says that every cern-uniforms for railroad and "LEAD THE CLASSIFIEDS'
the 80,0601600 Who nevei• toUeh•it. including your chil- gestions for building a home. For member of ttie household ought chain drug store employees mainlyinstabee.
never put a one- to learn to use the telephon
dren and mine. hecaiise their prospects for future profits knob doornever.
e. To After a doze about twice a -long
on a closet. How %amid cart in fire alarms.
as Rip Van Winkle's 20 year nap.
That's
sound
• deriend Linen thsir ability to develop new drinkers.•
you like to be caught on the in- advice
Dawson Springs seems to have its
and
Pm
going
to
post
a
• forcing ltgl whiskey on Kentucky counties that side while searching for the deepbulletin in the kitchen when I eyes and ears open. I attended
don:t want it indicates the liquor industry is "feeling its. est of the soiled shirts on day get home tonight.
4 41:,'.C•
AX(//
the first anniversary meeting three
Oats." even to a In-eater extent than it did immediately when the laundry man - didn't Another thing. The Bureau
weeks
ago
of
its
Rotary
Club,
of
precedihis
srohihitio'n ia 191k These- instbode- come?
Standards says that the Mrs whin get-together meeting /or all the
Also be --gum that the vine- she goes to
reiultedinoutlawing the traffics...They will do it again.
red up her face and half dozen local organizations in- "Comedy Captive."
covered shack that - you build is lips, is
. taking a chance. some- terested in community develop- (1 Hr. 52
Min.)
sound-proof. The bureau says that times
ment. and I drove back to the
Some of the things used
teatime
Stalls: 111-3 r3-41le1-11 27.
there is nothing worse than going cosmetic
s-and this is the bureau farm feeling posi2ively 'certain
nuts because the mice running of standard
• CAPITOL THEATRE
LETTER TO EDITOR
s talking - "Present that the Hopkins county town
through the walls keep you awake - Some Hazard"
with a lot of mineral springs in -Road to Rio" .1 Ilr 40 Min.)
at night.
"Rouge for cheeks or lips,'' it It was on its' way to many bigger Feature Starts: ia33-3:00-11:02-111.55Exclusion of vermin: There is says on
Ye or
8:48
•1,1
page eight. "has been the and.
t

-
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Japanese Lament Broken Needles

Jardine, Former Secretary
0w
if
ricult ure, Disagrees . st don't think the farmers
Clinton Anderson
Kansas," he observed. "ever will

Piailished afterrimms except Suriday at 103 North 4th St.. Murray. Ky.
Entered at the Post Office. Murray. isentucky, for transmission as `
'
Second Class Mutter
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KANSAN DISPUTES THREAT
OF ANOTHER DUST BOWL

OUR DEMOCRACY

PFIILISHED BY THE CALLOWAY ruwatinnia COIWANY
Can
. solid:Alien of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and The
Tunes-herald, October 20. 1928, and the West Kentuckian January 14, 1942
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TKOYO tUP)-Japan has just set a plate of tofu, a bean-cult'
Observed liari-Knyo day.
- jelly.
That's not a democratie 'ver- I Solem procession the stn.
their
sion of hari kin, but a straight dents marched up an
faced memorial service to comfort broken and twisted needleti bell%
them
giving
a soft raining
the spirits of needless broken din- jelly,
place after their hard work.
ing the year..
For a final touch, the priest ia
All over Japan. women and
young girls held elaborate cere- toned a Buddhist sutra to calm the

monies in homes and schools-the spirits of the lamented needles
same services they were holding
for the unfortunate broken needl..!s
1.800 years ago.
The dell is that a sewing needle
Is a living thing whose body has
been sacrificed in service
In one Tokyo girl's school. the
Buddhist Shukutoku Joggako the
Relieve disset up an alter . and strung th!. tress of baby's cold while hesleeps.
"sacred staff and rice rope" before Rub
on Vicks VapoRub at bedit. On the top of the alter they
reverently placed offerings of fruit Um
relieev
S°
Lth
.es
rinei
ea
lev
rg
girr
s Vl

YOUNG
MOTHER

and cake. On the second step was ntett. Try it!

"11
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TUESDAY

VARSITY

AND

Wednesday
-- 0
She's all the
Hayworth you
ever loved
rolled into one!

Ora
*S.

•

S;ti

1;/(s/

HAmTfirpos
Down to[with

puts
MARC PLATT-ROI AND CULVER-JAMES GLEASON
ELIV4Akb EitkEi I HORTON ABELE JERGENS
GEORGE MACRIAOY WillIAM TRACEY

-4.60111
EDY
CARNIVAL"

John Deer
home dran
new AllisCr, one tri
disc-Joe
south of
86.

POSTS 101

post oak, I
end brace
Route 6.

with conni
room, alsc

With garai
I188-R-11,11
FOR SALE
chine.' goo.
Hamilton
In rear---U

CAPITOL

, HAL ROACH

REPA1
ADDING
Pool dc

FOR SALE

MO DAY
V A-R4-17

Murray M.
East Mapl,
phone 121.
putland if

RACTORE
tractor, or

COLUMBIA PICTURES pest.

.

DON'T FOI
Sale ever)
10:30, rain
don't sell,
Anybody c
buy-Main
and Auct
Ky.

HOPE-CROSBY
LAMOUR-in----

"ROAD TO RIO"

FAITH:
PASCOA
Emily Pulli
lated, snots
year-old hi
worked for
1,000-yard
word of he:

BILL
THE I
TO C
WHEI

•2A.rrimE

>lose- Much
time ter
running
aeoued
And" I'm here ;n New
;
York,
busier
tbasi ever, if possible.
March.
half-the time.
You has,
.id...:•ritag • I Fill setting a. line lot of sett/deeester
.v- ' tiers out of.'promoting bit-zee/piss in
eiiege ,gher rt.- . t,
•
An ' the Pennyrile fwenty-fiv.! acres
. yb.•
u.••
p cr tj 1 Ir.
pienow-this Sprulg will run my
rire int-ia...ed
•_
bluagr.e.s i1autur.' t,, amoral 380
rees rz& II 11. .ti...re
I Qint to ;alit bluegrass
eiahe to Mort .y tho
r.- It
itti :your county agent. day's v:
-.
Thanks
-,-. .
Rtinnic ._ a fa_ra._ .4 688
c.. ..Ewreg ..Okaltriway
Galloalay

•

o.

nothing as awful as having the
roof fall in because you, forgot to
make the house termite-proof.
--Bathtubs: The plumbing manufacturers are still arguing about
why the baatitub is slanted in the
back. Some say its for comfort.
Leaning back and reading the
papers ,while soaking Others say

it• great fun-writing long individual stories about numerous
• .1 acinevements of cities. ..towns and
.•roontiei. bur Mingle "llehli sab0Y1
things. happening ,here and there
t• OLfc...t.Ki•-:-Ii' PhYsiciana 124W are
The. time-extension provision is -mak
e such an interesting reading
authorize,. •,.. provide. out-pi:lent applicable
in cases where veterans
matter
treitineet we-hai ter-tale liiittes .to are. WI
aeverely disabled that no
vino ins ss.OI, o.reice-cainneetedlihe
coarse ...1 -training would i estore .Here are some items .1 kno w
--anaweentie-.., . veto- •rs•...4dmiatra'
• '
heto employability in four years. yon'll like:
litimor Donald A. Climpbell of
lien Br ii.c.,-.--4AL a ase--Columba. Aleo, ITiliftiblies to veterans who
'Lebanon recently contributed all
.
-0 retsOft..c.i
lose tinw_in thelr eo
urses• because
**within 'thr- 71 r *.
of their ireiillb ..or Gift& circurn7 his. salary. 01.000. to a rereation
park for people of all UM.
This
,r '.-41"-- fe"liwthel Oi• •• tOMIltol- --timeans Campbell. a former weal•lill11015\'
titivation Pei raiurses of more than
dent of the National Retail Lusts, •our years sh,•uid be made
10),Illic
*
through'. h.r Dislaccii:,Asseeiesi
--.-.7.r-T7.--_----- ,• _ •-.,-••-•,....
:,• - !lin-VA regional office
rtearNa - the .his town gratis The eri.-repeople of Le.• designated to • I•Fr..v,d.'-ow-Pat...ern . V-Lt-retn; Ilacated 171 this
branch are:, banori will make
'the fund bi..;
:i .-treatinetit. e., a f.... I) is for, act-. if, Detroit Mich . Clevelan
d"
_vtat
.And enough to eqiiip a fine recreation
zron-n ,,,avi a A-,,,a,0
- 0,,... ur..aca C- • -iiinati ei. an
Louisvill.
e..Ky. park on what is now
an open
the mane ones .anil regtriaska•-•-'i--."''
field owned by the city. It will be
govern vicli searvi••••. by. •,
equipped.. for all outdoor games
r.,:t 1.S1 IONS aod, AN•11Eits.
.of miscliyine!" VA Fan:.
• i • Kentuckiaas play. - according to
pubi, lea•te-aea.-7oCe ra,,,ge:s.• i Q.
I let thy essitIeel
bt discharge Oliver
- Kelley. editor of the LeautbdriseraNA,AjaIur..... daetorn of 1,0a0-crs• --It is-P.
051134, '14'''"i"re L•Lbanon Enterprise.
• .- •
'trope:4y. to Work Wirt, vel-r .n - '.*'..PS of. this -Vert triCale.
.
• • B •
till tresinTent '14‘Yen 'bY dectors Oil . A. Yes . A. Certificate in .Lieu if an um.and
guis_4
,
4_jum.
.ttet• cors
merstefriellt tor*,1152scrlarile _*,111
issu!ti'sell. - metroplis of Grienulp county.
--under Th... mail*
utal74.
Writteh
ap
licatrn. .The pro. don't
•
grow tip to he first,' rate
-ear!
-rcust !vie; pii7r 5p- I.is" inrm... Z",
*fh To. make'iltleb
won't 'tie because the
io.ipticTirein may bl secured through citizens
•• proves of-NA
.
community. aided generously by
aeor toast
nfirce.
the C and 0 R. R haven't done
urAktorwoo--Kent•-eobtliltae-,
-1 11-T1-I.:rat'iftj htlaellif)r a Vet well" by them
recently. In Russell
*adtteerional 1
!rn. ort-j.ltr:7'.trainTrig1
Wooki, War II. is in reed of neArly ,all eisic
• affairs, revolve
-coarse, hisses
u•uaLtpur
Aalization. -but he retwie.s to around the C.
and 0_ YMCA.
• yfFerf It necessary to altAih. their m..k.• aill.1,catisn for
nwiliCal treat- With its presero facilities the
eociaional objecei•es under pro, . men*
What can VA do- in this V M C.A. is the---emner
of all ,he
Yisl,•ns - of VieVocatiorial Rehabil- shiintedr
community's reereatiofial activitttation Art Zelif • _...Vet; 'A. VA eorinot .foree
your hos- les. During 411 the open *months
er ni "Atmthierirri,ei • effivials ire band or„azte veteran to amept
hole; it sponsored a general playground.
eaalfle4 today.
mbine
_pitalizatlidi or .mudieal "'treatment. (with. full-time
paid spervisors. In
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CAB SERVICE
PHONE
TAXI

•
addition to all. kinds of facilities
for small boys and girls. from a
wading pool to tepter-tetters,, nearby there are lighted' baseball and
softball diamonds And, according

41

to Editor E. D Mittendorf, editor
of the Russel Times. this Y MCA.
cooperates with' the schools of the

41

HOw

to be a

PARTY LINE ANGEL

"Courtes;7*First"

Another Lady Is
Frissaf-lkossail

in

MURRAY CAB COMPANY
SIXTH and MAIN
Owner - VERNON COHOON - Operator

ATTOw a Tittle time betw.en
.
permit others to have
their turn at the line.

gas from stomach, sot on .,
liver and kidneys. Miserablluggish
e people 110•Oh fee different all over. So
don't go on suffering! Get INNENAID.. Sold by all drug stores

10IN IN THE NATIONAL REVIVAL Of SIMI T DT. Anson
cans of
ferths ore urged to KNOW
ININAS. This
NEW Stlill CONIC ESPONDIPICIF COURSETOW*
moat. yew to
stody Mit Bible in the quietness of year will
own-lsorrie BUSY
TArt EAST but COMPRINIIINSIVI course Is for
YOU with•ut present or toter* obligation
Sunday School
leschets and church itaidors will find wrind•itel
It es
••sy for any 1.5u5.n Thor. ore 30 subject. In holy
course
of storey A S(AUT I fUL CHIT IF SCAT I is awardedthis
•n completion

Complete calls quickly. This
assures better service for you
and your party line neighbors.

I

Norse

Be sure phone is placed
securely on hook after each
coll. Remember,one phone off
the hook ties up an en'ire line.

20th Century Bible Course
End, NH11,11111 2, Tree.

Prod Pleas.
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CAREFULLY
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SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

LP's!

-........-........4,

KIIIP CALLS
(
.46.1...
: BRIEF

•

At II
bee
of*

••_.

•

C.r....Ma10111iliMillirS41"...".1

....,

RELEASE
THE LINE IN.
EMERGENCY .0
)

Aildresi

.•

•

•

3208 Writ

CAIN

3

‘secssamislial°When another party on your
line has on emergency, please
release the line quickly.

White -]

t.4

GIVE OTHERS

• coifs to

headaches and constant irregular

bowel action. Now, however. this
lady says she is FREE. of STOM-'
ACH GAS and she say•; The change
Is due to taklog INNER-AID Her
meals agree with her )lo gas
bloat after toning. Headaches and
constipation are gone. "Oh! what
relief!" stater. this lady "Why don't
other gas and constipation sufferers
get
_ _
INNER-AM contains 12. Great
Herbs: they cleanse bowels.- clear

-

4 Easy Lessons

-mirsion.••••••••.41m..M.-4=1•4•••••••••••s4m•••••••••
-

One lady said receitilFthat her
stiimach used to be like a "gas
factory.- That 15, whet) she ate a
meal it seemed to turn right into
gas. She was always bloated, 1;4
awful stomach gas pains. ' daily

---.:Ve%eleleMnrit.
"
"
Irillimill71W . .
.

.6. ---

..•

FOR FAST

.•
4
••••••
.11Lidlo....
.1. -_ -..........._ 4.4.1_

••

•. ---'• Ip•
nib

Warm cli
and otht
money. P
phon.
friendly

••••••41•1.••=••

-KENTUCKY ON THE MARCH

EX-SERVICE MEN'S NEWS

I. •

cause of seriiios mercury poisoning. Owing to the, presence of
vermillion 'mercury sulfide
Even some hair dyes. Still quoting.
• So. "watch your' step. folks. And
remember about the ounce of prevention being worth
pound of
cure

U.
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ROUGH LUMBER — Poplar and
oak. All lengths. Uniform widths
1
and thickness. Accurately sawn.
DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction See John A. Nance, Nance Bros.,
Sale every.Saturiaay.
beginning at New Coneord, Ky.
M 10p
10:30, rain, or shine. $2.00 if they
don't sell. $10.00 Al they do sell.
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
buy—Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co, Hopkinsville WANTED — Couple wants small
Ky.
ts house with electricity in country

Notices

Wanted

levedlaebleeps.
at bed-

KS

ORU•

Services Offered

to rent. See or call H. T. Luther,
Flilp
Route 1, Murray.

I

MONUMENTS
Murray Marble and Granite Works,
East Maple St., near Depot. Telephone 121. Porter White and L. D.
j)utland, Managers
MtS
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clothes... geed feed

and other mid-winter needs cast
money. If you're short of money
... phone

or corn*

in

for

a

friendly cash loan.

UP TO 20 MONTHS TO
REPAY

Toledo. 0., is in the midst of a
restaurant cleanup.
When the city's new grading system goes into effect, swank restaunranis with dirty kitchens will
have to reform: •
The American Municipal ---Asee elation reports that Toledo restaurants will be publicly graded
"B," "C." according to cleanliness.
The grade will be posted on a
All restaurant. proprietors and
employes will be required to take a
short course in elementary bacteriology and proper kitchen procedure.
At the end of the year. restaurants failing to score at least 60
per cent on inspection tests by
public health officials will be forced
to close.

A CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our many
friends for their kindness and sympathy, also Dr. Hopson and nurses
at Houston-McDevitt Clinic, for
their services during the illness and
death of our mother and wife, Mrs.
Arcadia Luten—Sambel Luten, Sr..
aid family.

Disston Mercury Chain Saw
Local Dilater: TAYLOR IMPLEMENT CO.
Murray, Kentucky
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WE, REPAIR. TXPEWRITERS anti
ADDING MACHINES — Kirk A.
Pool & Co. Phone 60.
let LOST—Brown leather billfold

with
name on it, containing important
papers. Reward $5—James Heath,
_t_ers
Superior Laundry and Clean,
I
:-TRACTORS FOR SALE—One Case
tractor,—(ine Ford-Ferguson, one
John Deere; all equipped. Two
horse drawn corn planters, one
By ALFRED LEECH
new Allis-Chalmers tractor planter, one tractor mower, one 9-foot -United Press Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO (U.P.)—The nearby
disc—Joe Pat Lamb, 4 1-2 miles
south of Murray. on Highway town of Elgin, Ill., uped its parking
96.
F2Op meters this year for a new purpose
•
—to collect dimes for the 'March
POSTS FOR SALE—White oalcand of Dimes" program.
Motorists were -urged to deposit
post oak, 6 ft. Aho garden posts
and brace poles.—Equal Williams. dimes to help ,fight infantile parFlap alysis in addition to the nickels
Route 6.
dropped in the slot for parking
FOR SALENew 2-bedroom house -purposes.
with connecting garage and utility
The International City Managroom, also apartment size home ers' Association reports that the
With garage in naaement. Phone number of cities using parking meFillc ters has trebled since the war and
1188-R—•Mrs. Louis Starks.
now according to the association
FOR SALE—Treadle sewing ma- totals more than 1,500.
chine( good condition, cheap-1609 only 473 cities Were, usingparktng
Hamilton Ave.,t garage apartment meters at the start of 1946.
F18p
in raar—upstairs.
Parking meters. the aslociation
said, are most popular in cities in
the 100,000 to 500,000 population
FAMIFUL TO THE END
bracket.
PASCOAG, R. I. I U.P.)—Mrs. Although they' are intended' priEmily Pullen. 90, died in her iso- marily to control parking and related, snowbound home. Her 72- lieve congesticesis the association
year-old handyman, George Daly. reported that the meters also have
worked for 46 hours shoveling a provided a "considerable" source of
1,000-yard path so he could carry municipal income in larger cities.
word of her death to the outside.
San Dieu and Denver each collected nearly $300,000 from parking meters last yeas
One of the •biggest difficulties
BILL DOLLAR GIVES
encountered by cities Installing
THE RIGHT OF WAY
parking meters is educating the
public in their use. Many motorists
TO CASH FOR YOU
ignore them.
WHENEER YOU SAY

2

A

32—Killed
34—To teat
35—To goad
3111--Oreet mountain
..flearIng organs
—Past Um*
46—Birds' names
42—Address familiarly
44—Oreek letter
46—Psce of hand
47—Caste
61—To mingle'
64—Lhowsier
66—Coln of India
12—In bed
55—Distant
re--Stant

I—Equipment
S—Mobaatmedan
leader
15-61mall bit
13-.--U patently
13—Pert, to tactics
16-41earenly bodies
11—Wavers
13—Lyric poems
20—To place
21—Counterbalances
24—Worsted fabric
23—Hurried
29—Hit,
31—Close

I NEED IMMEDIATELY a woman with the use of a car who
needs to earn $35 per week. Experience not necessary, will train.
lp
Box 32, Dept. Z.

I.NSWER TO PREVIOUS PUTZLIt

—

1—It'. Waived
2-6elf
I—Ramoteneali
4—Parts of
,
millstones
3—In dfiectlea
6—Our impel
7—High cards
8—Fingerlea gloyee
9—Prozen water
ii laltor
11—Raised railways
14—Mounds
16—Wtse man
19—Part of Union
Si—Mane name
22—Untrue
23—Herring
25—Money paid bad
36—To measure
27—Mistake
20—Boiled maple sap
33—Moistened
33—To cut with knife
41—Pttes
43—Large pots
45—Arabic letter
47—Initials of
Boy Scouts
43—Rellgtous garment
49—Female ruff
50—Body of water
22—Compass mint
63—To obstruct
SS—Railroad i allot I

Today's Sports Parade
By- OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
-

4

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Preas"Sports Writer

leans, Louisiana, according to Mr.'
Chicago Collecting CAREFUL PLANNING MAKES
4. P. White, Executive Secrctary,
Board of U. S. Civil Service
$5,150,000 for
HOUSE OF MODERN DESIGN
Examiners for the Lower Mississippi Valley Division, Corps td
Cancer Center
-Among the top problems facing service entrance for trecierpeople Engineers, Vicksburg Mississippi.

the home builder in these days of be provided handy to the kitchen.
CHICAGO (U.P.)—More than SO high construction costs is to pro- If possible, the home should have
per'cont of the funds necessary to duce a home 'with the greatest a hall to carry traffic through the
,build 'and equip a new $5,150,000 distinction, livability, convenience hotises'without continually crossing
cancer research center at the Uni- and privacy at lowest possible cost. the living room.
versity of • Clricaeb have been col:e- This can'be done 'by careful planWhether the house is to have_a
lected ning and following proven..rules, separate dining room depends 'on
The center, will include a $1,600,- it was asserted today by the Con- family taste. There is a diftsin
000 hospital and an $1,150,000 atom- struction Research Bureau of New
smashing machine for use in can- York," elearing house lar building
cer study and treatment.
information.
'It sufficient donations are re- Primarily, the house shotilci be
ceived, a $2.000,000 isotope building designed to fit the family and -so
will be constructed which will per- planned that, it earl be expan
mit radioactive material to be used lafer7Wi1iCsut impairing basic de,

-research,'
a u
The..seV_en-story hospital, one of Today's
is !toward simple,
three in the nation to he devoted straightforAini lines
and
entirely ..to cancer, will be built ut, every part of - the inside
house 'haystarting this spring. It Will provide
ingsa distinct. function and each
facilities for investigation into the
contributing .to comfort, conveni,-eatise and -mire of -the dis ence and
beauty.
ease..
Design should begin with the
Plan Nine Laboratories
floor plan,
the exterior, and
_Plans call Rik.. mine research the habits ofnot
the family given full
laboratories in the hospital. Up to
consideration. Rooms should be
1,500 research patients can be hospitalized ,each year, and an additional 40.000 out-patients treated.'
A surgical suite can be used for
500-750 operations annually.
The atom -shattering cyclotron is
already under construction. A special structure is being built to
house it and the university's present cyclotron, used during She de-

Plan Traffic Flow
It is important that

the bath be
accessible without traffic passing
The new atom-smasher will be through- other rooms and
that a
more 'than twice-sag large .as the
older 80-inch cyclotron.
SpeciiftlY
constructed railroad hope to harness radiation from -the
flatcars will carry 82-ton segments nucleus of the atom and direct it
of the cyclotron from the east. against deep-seated cancers. Such
treatment rooms and medical ofwhere it. is being built.
fices are included tw ,plans for the
To Clow Streets
. Truck- trailers- will naive _the building,
ins, the machine
parts from the rail siding to the
university ,at night when streets will require 1,000 kilowatts of elsecan be cleared of traffic. A spes trical. power—about 10,000 times as
cially-built crane will swing them much as is.required for an ordinary

velopment of the atom bomb.

jaguar kills about 0 head of the
valuable steers each year.
"But now they seem to be get-.
tins more scarce," Sasha sighed.
"and we have to look further for
them."
Still his courage has paid, off
handsomely. For Siemel is in great
demand as a lecturer with his motion pictures of how to kill a tiger
with a spear. • And he also cons
ducts a profitable guiding busisiesa
.
in the bush.
When I lead a hunting party,
that is the only time I carry &xlfle
and a revolver," Sasha said as if
he was ashamed of so much fire
power. "It is for their_ protection.
For me, all I need is the spear."
Most listeners agree that he can
have it.

arranged se they are not cluts
tered and so traffic can move
freely. A sense of spaciousness
can be ptoduced pven in the smallest home by simplicity and use 'of
light colors in decoration and elimination of outmoded Period
_
linings.

NEW YORK, Feb. 16 (UPI—
Sasha Siemel, a tall man with
kindly blue eyes and a full beard
which -gives him the appearance of
a retired professor, is billed today
as the most fearless big game hunter in the world's-and nobody Is
giving him any argument.
Saliba_ is the nerveless customer
trite position in the building.
whp uses only a spear in stalkTen-ton sections of coils for the
ineferocious jaguars in the Matto
!NA
r r
cyClqtron..tao.knIkY_.to.tpvel even
Grosso, -treacherous • jungle plains
on the largest flatcars, will be
and grasslands of the upper Amashipped by water. Each coil rezon in South America,
MIN
er.aeivar
P
quires 130 tons of copper—enough
A Latvian seaman drawn to those
to make five miles of hollow wire With ors* treatment SKRACH • NO- MOR,
parts by" his soldier _of fortune
60c $1. $1.50. Prevent ITCH cm destroy- hoe
two inches square.
with Stuns 11-8 SOAP 3 I. At Drug Rates
brother, the -Tiger Man" since 1914
Nuclear sclera'
odors
or Stutts laboratoties. Florence, Alabama,
has threaded the bush to kill 281 of
the South American tigers. Thirty
Developi g That Droop
NANCY
of them he impaled on his frail
hunting spear as they charged him;
11 were cut down with bow and
arrow and he nas taken 22 cubs
WHAT ARE
alive.
YOU KIDS
"Mountain lions . I don't count,"
DOING ?
Sasha sniffed contemptousty, prodding a tawny pelt with his toe.
"They are cowards. They dofft
fight unless tbey have to."
, -Further proof Of Sasha's fearlessness can be had'any time_ as he
appears at the National Soo:ism:ill's
show. For with thoussnds of
sportsmen around hifn buying guns
to shoot rabbits, deer and such. the
"Tiger,,Man" commented:
"Such game is too much like doing butcher's work. With in,.' 6ts,
now, there is always a thrill."
The first such thrill, however,
wss almost his last. Sasha admitted.
VI saw an old Indian get a cat
with a spear,", Siemel related. "I
knew that in a hand to hand encounter I was that Indian's superior
A Woman's Way
ABBIE an' SLATS
as I didn't see any reason why I
shouldn't hunt jaguars with a spear
"Well, my first cast was unorthorrSUIT YOUR5ELF, 5I5TER
r IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR CHARI,IE
dox. Vexpected him to leap as he
("HE'LL BE POWN IN A FEW
DOBBS l'IOU'RE WASTING YOUR
came in so I raised my spear. But
MINUTES. I'VE GOT 7V CET
TIME. HE
he kept right On for my legs and
NEP-F/45TP)
LEFT HALF
his open mouth looked very big.
AN HOUR
Fortunately my Indian friend was
— AGO!
beside me—and hyi spear kept that
mouth from closAg."

trend today toward dining Ms
living room or kitchen. Spa
economy is often obtained by
planning the dining space in a
toner near a window and having
dining_ lurnitirg harmenize „with
that sof' the living room. If the

Further 'Information and appliforms may be secured from
the Commission's Local Secretary,'
Mr. VaIentine, P.O. Murray Ky.
cation

PARAING METER SALESMAN
OVERDOES IT WISISELF
• COLUMBUS; Ind (UP) — Five
parking,, meter salesmen refused to
give ',their sales talk before the
'Columbus citas coinicia, because the
represenative -Of one firm Was sibs.
sent.....They ebimed he...wao-lisIng_
unfair tactics and probably. was .
seeklug a sptclarsappatntments
The missing, salesman turned up.
as the session ended. He explained ,
he was late because of a long argument with a policeman -about

ger-perrous-tanre space. a
longer.than nejatiosary.
• to accommodate essential
furniture, may be 'Planned in
conjunction with ,the'.'"'llving...rooni
but separated by a low part(*. overtiarking.
ing .aleeves no

-SERVICE JORIT
1
1101‘
,
Examinations are now open. far.
4isabat4onar .-"appointment to ;the
position of Engineer. P-1, $2644,80
per arintim, Optimal Branches:
Chemical, Mechanical Electrical,
and Architectural,e' Stiessduty at
various., installations" ot- the Corps
of Engineers, Department of the
Army. within the territory undsr
the jurisdiction of the towerMississippi Valley Division.. consisting
of the Mississippi River Commission.
Vicksburg
District.
and
-Waterways Expjenament 'Station,
Vicksburg.. Mississippi; Waterways
Experiment
Station
Sub-Office,
Clinton. Mississippi; Memphis District, Memphis. Tennessee and the
New Orleans District, New Or-

.

INNOCENT AED.DAD
(-MANCHESTER. If. H.' (U:P.)—
Wherdiessaiaiting. motiirist. %vas- In..
volved in an accident here, he
he was innocent—Innocent A. Marva of Bound Brook, Nsir
•
Carrot county igrow'
rs___siS Ky.
31 fesctte hate- feetojkl an or enizatiun 'to assist .in the markEting
of their crop.
•

ft CM S

LO
tram

KENTUCKY
HATCHERY
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WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS

1, OJT&HI 3o

•

Ledger & Times

By Ernie Bushmiller
--77
Air --AND WE'RE
PRACTICING
\-Ly
TO LOOK

,

BORED

By Raeburn Van Buren

Sasha's biggest jaguar was a 350pound cat which shattered his
spear and which he dispatched
with a machete. And the only scar
souvenirs he ever collected were a
few scr-alChes on his hands.
"The general opinion seems to be
that I am reckless," he said. "If
Tien- I Would have bean deed long

-80"
But even the "Tiger Man" admits
that it is a perilous occupation
which he now migtit think twice, or
tour times, about before entering

again.
.13e.cause_l_hisitst-four_restsono-now
prices and terms. making them available to all WilProper usage assures the operator gains that offset
cost of unit o hile pas ments are being made. Then years of useful and profitable service ii no capital Investment.
At new lots
ber cutters

CHAIN SAW DISTRIBUTORS
CERTIFIED SERVICE AND PARTS STATION

• SAWS
• FILES
• TOOLS

By Al Capp

Onward and Upward

I YULE.
ROSDICK'D RIGGER
OUT WHO TN' MYSTERIOUS
CRIM'NUI-, IS-AFORE ILV'RYSODV
.
r
IN TH'TOWN GOT K/I_LEb.r

LOOK.F0

FOSDICK TRIYI4P11
AGIN.
87- ot4-1 BET TN
CCM M ISSIONER'L L GIVE
HIM A BIG BOOST FO'

THIS"?'

•

WRESTLING

DISSTON

•

not to try anything fiew which
was so dangerous:* he grinned.
"They are my wife and three children."
The cattlemen in the Matto Grosso were glad to see Sasha settle in
their midst. For, he explained.

•

LI'L ABNER

• SAW TEETH
• PLANER KNIVES
• INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

Every Tuesday Night_
at 8:00 O'clock" :-

City Auditorium

Mather Hardware & Supply*
•er

--- COMPANY.INCORPORATED
MN Park Boulevard' -;
*PHONE: MAIM AM

Louisville

9, Ky.

PARIS, TENN.
Sponsored by 'V.F.W
Advance Sent Sale at
Fry Dug Co.

•

a)

- COPY FADED

•-•
4.,

•
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40 WILPAMS, Editor — PHONE

INDA saw Elizabeth Cawthen
standing apart from the crowd.
her eyes dark with path as she
waited for news of Mike. Elizabeth
was soon to have a child.
Linda moved over to her and said
gently, -Please, Elizabeth -go
home: You may do yourself real
harm. Ill come to You as soon as
there's any news."
But Elizabeth only stared at her
blankly and made no answer
It was shortly aftersrard that

8.4

Homemakers Of
North Murray Meet
With Mrs. Gingles

Mike and his brother Bill were
brought out. Bill was alive. but
Suddenly, out of the silence, a
woman broke from the line of spectators and rushed at David,
screaming hysterically, -It's wow
fault! It was you who made Mr.
Marlowe take those men back!
You-"
Molly quickly caught hold of the
woman, led her away and managed
to silence her. Meanwhile. Linda
had gone to Elizabeth.• ' •
It was almost dawn befeiti-rese
workers dug their way to the soot
where Duke and Roeleich had
been trapped. They found Floeleicir
dead. Duke was unconscious but,

• • •

Woman's Missionary .
Society At Hazel
Meets In Church

-The Woman's Missionary Society
the Haiel Baptist Church
Ttaesday -afternoon at-Use church
for their Royal Servidelirovrarn.._..
With the
president in charge, the
—
meeting opened by singing -AmeriThe news reached David. Molly
ca the Beautiful-. prayer. Mrs_ Ola
and Linda even before Duke was Joyce. topic. -The Unfinished Task
carried out to an ambulance. Molly._ In Our Homeland."
after long hours of anxious waitThere were 14 present at the
ing. brok 4own and wept. David
and 1.1n
ust looked at each
meeting with four taking part on,
other, then
tly clasped hands. the progr?m.
They all
the hospital with
Following the program, a short
Duke. As they left the ruins of the
business session was held with Mrs.
mill. they looked up and saw the
American flag floating in the morn- Paul bailey presiding.
The meeting closed with prayer
ing breeze. It was scorched, but it
wasn't burned.
by Mrs 0. B. Turnbow.

•

Plage Use Seed Box In the Sunniest Window

When seeds are started in the
home, the factor most likely to
limit their growth is tight As soon
as sprouts emerge from the sod,
the seed box should be placed
where they will get all the sunlight possible.

Unite

•

Tuesday, February 17 The follouing Circles of the
S •ot First Methodist Church
will meet at 2:30:
Circle I with Mrs. N A. Waldrop. chairman, will meet with
Mrs. L. R. Putnam.
Circle II. Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
chairman, will meet with Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop.
Circle III, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes,
alitainnan, will meet with. Mrs. Max
Hurt.

• The Wor.id Day of Prayer will be
Obshved at the First Christian
Church beginning at 2 p.m. The
theme will be "The World at
Prayer."
.
Wedseedny,-Painviiy-111-. The Tilnited Daughters _of the
Confederacy will !sleet Al the home
of Mrs. G. B. Scott at 2:30.

_--"•

••

Social Calendar

College
Calendar

4.-

_BUSINESS _SHOULD CLOSE_
-- • -

All Paducah florists have eddied to.elms on Sundays.
The Florists of Paducah have organized-a club and Invited
all Florists in this end of the state to Join them. The purpose
of this organization is for the members to get. together to take
stands on questions important to Florists hull& section. The
first important decision was to close on Sunday. People in
Paducah cannot buy flowers there for funerals or any purpose on Sunday.

.Fluorescent lamps, which hai,e
high light value with low tempera,tures. may be placed a foot above
February 1g. Monday-Intra-mural
the seed box. At this distance.
basketball championship. SenNow, to those of us that think, we know that no businesswith 40-watt. tubes in a , reflector,
ior recital. 'Wilbur Aldridge,
15 hours of light a day is sufficishould be open on Sunday. for Sunday is the Lord's day and
clarinet: Naomi Smith, piano,
ent to grow healthy seedlings.
every thing and person should rest. I believe it is an estabrecital hall. 8:15. Youtit
Even a day's delay rriay result without any other light. As a
lished fact that even machinery does better and lasts longer
Baptist student center, 630 a.m.
supplement
-to- day-light. bunting
in the plants growing tall and
If it rests one day in seven, so surely man should.
February 17. Tuesday-Youth revi_light all night should be
---*-apindly.' --bending'Tr
- t-liT301
believe it she ministers and undertakers will co-operate
ever light may reach them, seeking ficient.
1Ibbewary 1E. Wednesday-Chapel.
the public will fall In line and will be happy over It.
for more. When light is adequate.
Ordinary mazda lamps can be ...., • Mimic department, Basketball
the
plants
will
grow
fairly used, but these must be placed at
The Murray Nursery and Florist have never opened their
_game, Cookville, there. Youth
straight and stocky. which is to Ey-sufficient height above flats to
store for business on Sunday except holiday time and have
. revival, 6:30.
.
_
February 16-Penny Club at 10:39 be *desired.
avoid raising the temperature un- February 19, Thursday--Youth're•
Opened up for some special occasion.
abs. in the home .of Mrs. Larry
The
sunlight
which
comes duly Place them as close to the
vival, 6:30 a.m.
The public here have been so very considerate and nice
Retherford.
through window glass is satisfac- flat as possible, so long as the February 20. Friday-Colonial parabout it. I believe the people of Murray will gladly fall in
February 17-Kirksey Club at 1:30 tory for plants. if there is enough night temperature does not rise
_ ty, student center, 7:30.
pm. at school.
of it A window in the south is above 60 degrees. By leaving the
line if Murray Florists will ask them to buy their flowers 055
February 21, Saturday-Basketball
February 18-East Side Club at always best, since it enjoys more lights on all night a substantial
Saturday instead of Sunday.
game, Louisville. here. •
10 a.m. in the home of Mrs. Pat hours of direct sun, and the addition to the available sunlight
MRS. W. P. ROBERTS
February 25, Wednesday-Chapel,
Hackett
strongest light even On cloudy will be provided.
Citizenship
Day, Intramural
February 19-Pottertown Club at days.
oratorial, little chapel, 8:00 p.m.
_10:30 in the homed Ntsis
_.iLia_practicad to supplement sun,
and- Tars. Tonnir Burke'en February .24. Thursday-E,I.A.C,
Outland.
light with artificial light and this
Louisville,
20-New Concotd Club method is commonly practiced by and Hahnan Downey of Nashville
F'ebraary 27, Fricaty-C a mpus
at 10 a.m in the home of Mrs. florists, who are able to make spent the' weekend
visiting relaLights. K.I.A.C.
Wade Roberts.
chrysanthemums flower 'in any tives and friends in the county. February 2g, Saturday-Campus
WM Olive StreeS
Phone 364,14
month desired by controlling the. They were accompanied to Murray
Lights. K.I.A.C., Forensic tourBRAD TIM CLASPffillEDB!
amount of light that- reaches them. by Mrs. Nadine Lockhart and Sue.
nament, Wilson hall.
%ow

I ATER, they weht home but.
a-• after only a few hours of
they were back at the hospital.
There was much to be done. The
hospital was filled to capacity.
Uncle had never worked harder
In her life, but work brought a kind
of solace. The best way to
Pain for yourself, she decided.=
to ease it for others.
That morning, a baby boy wail
born to Elizabeth Cawthon. He was
several weeks premature. but In
good condition. Elizabeth. however,
was very ill.
Early in the afternoon. David
summoned Linda to Elizabeth's
room. He met her outside the
shook his head gravely, and told
her that Elizabeth was sinking fast.
"I've done everything I can." he
said. "but she's not trying to live.
She's been asking for you. See It
YOU can sae something to
her to want to live."
Linda went into the TIMM' Esti
bent over the bed_
"Illizabeth." she murmured.'Tee
seen your baby boy. He's beauUtull
Just think-a little Mike.'
The girl gazed up at her wanly.
"My mother will come now." she
whispered. "Tell her - tell her to
take my baby and make him Pitt
like-Just like his daddy."
You can tell her yourself, darling." 1.1nda said.
"No," Elisabeth turned her face
away. 'Don't try to hold me here.
Linda. There's nothing now to Live
for. . ."
"But there ta--"
Linda broke off and pressed the
back of her head against bee
mouth. She could see that Elisabeth was no longer listening. The
girl's eyes had cisoud.
/Me
was deathly pale.- David stepped to the bedside and
gave her a quick Injection, but It
was useless. In a little while, she
had gone to Join Mike. ...
f
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Weddings

The redttlar, monthly meeting at
the United Daughters of the Confederacy will be held at the home
of Mrs. G. B. Scott Wednesday
afternoon at 2:30.
Mesdames Scott, A. F. Doran,
Wesley Waldrop and E. W. Riley
will be the hostesses.
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THE news of the disaster at
the HarloWe Mill had spread
far and Wide soon after It happened. fire trucks poureCI Into
the Valley from 'every direction. Atlanta hospitals sent
their ambulances.
Scores of men and women
rushed to the scene to help in any
way they could Newspaper photographers dashed pictures from every
angle. Newsreel cameras ground.
And•an the faces of all who viewed
the smoking rurns was righteous
indlimation. for the rumor had
spread that the, erpiosions hied
been caused by saboteurs.
After the fire had been exUnguished, rescue workers went about
searching the debris for the dead
and injured. For hours. David and
Linda and Molly gave first aid and
tried not to think too much of those
victims who were beyond help.
They had learned as soon as they
arrived at the mill that Duke was
in the building when the explosions
occurred. Since he had not been
seen since, they knew now that he
must lie somewhere,in the wreckage. They looked anxiously at each
victim carried out but, so far, he
tad not been found.
It was when the overseer of the
third floor was brought out.Injured
but conscious and able to talk. that
they learned of the events immediately preceding the explosions. The
overseer told how Eitel Roeleich
and the other Germans had 'tried
to leave the mill and had been
stopped by Duke_ His story made It
clear who was responsible for the
tragedy.
Linda. listening. tried not to remember that she had saved Roeleich's life and had made it possible
for him to escape capture-tried
not to reinember David's interventn behalf of the other Germans She looked enviously at David to see how he was reacting to
the overseer's news, but she could
see no change in his outward manner.
Inwardly, however. he was suffering tortures. As he went on giving expert and efficient treatment
to the injured, he was silently Praying that Duke would be found alive.
"Please. God." he prayed. "If his
life has been spared, don't let him
die! Give him back to me. and rive
me a chance to make up to him for
this thing I've done"
He looked at Molly -saw the
whiteness of her face.
"Sit down and rest. Moll
he
said. -"Mere are others to
the
work."
"No." she replied
17. "rve
got to have some
to do or ru
BO crazy."
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United 1:aughters
LAMPS HELP WINTER SUN
Of Confederacy
Meet With Mrs. Scott MAKF,... PLANTS GROW INDOORS
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Club News

TAKE SUNDAYS
ONE CITY FINDS PEACE
CARBONDALE, "ElLBATAVIA, N. Y. CU.P.I-This
western New ,York city has one Student Christian Foundation at
claim to fame for 1047-it was a Southern Illinois UniversiLy, a nem,
safe place to live. Police Lt. Forrest sectarian group, is the only orA. Gray reporteii no viotent deaths ganization of its kind which does
within the city limits last year- not hold meetings on Su
"no automobile fatalities, no sui- Eighty per cent of its members.go
home for the week-end.
cides and no murders.-
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Murray Nursery & Florist
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Dollar-for-dollar you get most value
in a KAISER or a FRAZER!
The Kaiser and the Frazer make It
easy to decide where your dollar goes
farthest in a motor car. Because
K-F's style leadership is so generally
accepted, your investment in a Kaiser
or a Frazer is protected against obsolescence— for years!

To be continued,
The characters ta Ms Serial are
fictitious*
Copsnirtit 11141. by Arcadia Bowe,

Tait* riding comfort. K-F's Gliding Ride
— one of many advantages of 100%
postwar design — goes unchallenged
for smoothness and softness.

style show
.The business session was closed
with a reminder that the egg money
LI due next month,
This was followed by the lesson
The North Murray Homemakers
met at the home of Mrs- Fred which was entitled -Finishing DeGingles Thursday, Feb 12. for an tail*/ of a Dress" and was under the
all-day 'meeting The morning was leadership of Mrs Charlie Crawspent with the members cutting and ford One phase of the lesson was
fitting dresses. This Work was 'Plackets-buttons, snaps and zipsupervised by the clothing leader, pers - The other phase was 'Belts
Mrs. Charlie Crawford.
-buckles and belt loops-" Mrs
A delicious pot tics niricn was Crawford stated that the finishing
--touches are the most -important
•Milnyed at high noort--Atusr
Mrs. •Ottis 'Patton. president, pre: steps in dress making
sided over the business meeting
Mrs -Walter Williams who was
Mrs Patton stressed the importance the North Murray Homemakers
of the memberl keeping up their Delegate to the Farm and Home
score card as they rate third place Week in Lexington in January gave
in the county, excluding the month a most, interestmpaand amusing reof Septerr.ber.
-Plans were made for the sprees,
The devotional was Owen by Mrs.
which the group, are making, to he Zito Gunter.
'
displayed ST an exhibit. before 'heMrs. Fred Gingles. recreational
arse sold and by this time they hope
chairman, was in charge of the ento have 'Every Dye-seeds on sale
There was also a suggestion that joyable Valentine program.
Mrs Ewa-Gunter was appointed
they send clothing kits to other
countries for which plans will be to succeed Mrs Keith Kelly vrhols
resigning as publicity chairman.
made in the near future
Miss Rowland suggested to the
The March meeting will be held
ladles that the style show be held with Mrs. E P. Heater and the subIn May during the Home Dernon- ject of the lesson will be -Hemlines
titration Week. At this time each and Buttonholes."
•
lady will wear the dress she has
,Those present were: Mrs. Ottis
made.- and plans will .probably be Patton,
Mrs. E P !Teen., Mns. Weimade,4er-4er it-teer-te follow-the
-WrInams, Mrs. ChaiTW- Craw:
ford, Mrs. Esco Gunter, Mrs Fred
Gingles. Mrs. J B. Watson. Mrs:,
E Johnson, Mrs. Gatlin Ckijiton, Mrs Garva Gatlin, Mrs. R K.
Kelly and Miss Rachel Rowland.
• •• •
Mr and Mrs Howell Thurman
had as their Sunday dinner guests
on their second wedding .anniversary Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen.
••
Mt. and Mrs. Ralph Weer and
daughter Mary Jacqueline visited
relatives in Paducah Saturday afternoon.

1

Take economy and porformonco, again
K -F's up-to-the-minute engineering

provides a matchless combination!

port

Take *coo of handling and you'll find
effortless mastery of control that you
could never have known except in a
car of postwar design!
Add up all thege exclusive KaiserFrazer advantages, then take a good
long look and a revealing demonstration drive! You will discover still more
for your money's worth — the longer
you look and the longer you drive!
Come in! We are prepared to give you
most in a new car — and most for
the car you are driving now, whatever
its year or make!

THE PREMIUM IS YOURS-IN BEAUTY!

THE BONUS IS YOURS-IN ECONOMY!

Own•Kaiser or•Frazer and you own•design
that-is years ahead! It means more pride of
ownership now -and more protection for
your investment In the future. K-F cats need
no chances to bring them up to date!

When you first streak sway in a Kaiser or a
Frazer you'd never guess you were driving one
of the most economical cars on the road!
Take the trip you know beet-and you'll find
power and gasoline both to spare!

TIN EXTRAS ARE YOURS-ON THE IMAM
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np is MOM OS TO YOU1
GRA

STA
BOT
Be seated. please-DCA- Kaiser or
Frazer.
You'll find extra comfort in 'teats two Inches
more than five-feet wide! You'll find extra
quality and distinction that will make you
proud of upholstery and appointments.

Qty

110114 CARS API SERVICED WITH GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS, WHEREVER YOU GO, BY ONE OF THI 4 LARGEST
AUTOMOBILE DEALER ORGANIZATIONS IN THI WORLD

Foods

16th and.Main

He r../Veevocape with
Wendell Noble.** times weekly
over Mutual

Don't wait! You will never get more
old car or more in a new car than youfor your
can get
by trading for a Kaiser or a Frazer
today! We
are reedy and eager to prove that dollar-for
dollar we Will give you most value!

YOU PAY TM REGULAR PRICI • NO TRADI-IN NECESSARY
HIGHEST ALLOWANCE ON YOUR OLD CAR • IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
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